Your single source for HCM
Filling urgent gaps, addressing tactical needs or merging new acquisitions
can lead a growing organization into a jungle of disconnected systems, piles
of conflicting data and a crowded portfolio of vendors.
That’s why all kinds of large organizations turn to ADP® to streamline their
environment — without sacrificing deep practitioner capabilities or forgoing
unique workflows. Discover how multiple sites, diverse workforces and
demanding practitioners can all rely on a single comprehensive solution to
bring clarity, efficiency and simplicity to all areas of workforce management.

What our clients are saying:

We love that ADP is a fully functional HCM system, where
everything is in one place and all the information intertwines
with each other.
April Sims, payroll and benefits administrator, Altaquip LLC

It is amazing that we can hold close to 10,000 active
employees in one database and cover everything needed for
compliance. Between HR, benefits, payroll — I love that we
all use one system and have access to the same information.
Mariya Zheleznyak, payroll specialist, Gatehouse Media

We have 40+ locations that manage and process their own
HR and payroll. Having a full HCM suite has allowed us to
put in place consistent processes, security and setup.
This ensures we get accurate data from all locations that
we can use to make better business decisions. We are also
able to make our processes uniform across all areas which
reduced the cost of maintaining multiple processes,
software and training.
Lydia Chodnicki, director of payroll, Education Affiliates

Having a robust application such as ADP is a one-stop shop
for all payroll and HR related needs. Employee information
is easily tracked, data is easily measured and it is all in one
place! No longer do we have to go to different applications to
find what we need. ADP is the leader in HCM services and I’m
glad we are utilizing the best for our needs.
Katie Ann Lucas, system administrator,
Metz Culinary Management

We benefit from a full HCM suite through increased accuracy, reduced administrative burden and the power of data through
analytics. We have no need to worry that something will be lost through integration between several vendors provides
peace of mind.
Jaime Blankenship, HRIS administrator, Commonwealth Care of Roanoke

Real clients. Real challenges. Real solutions.
For more on our enterprise company solutions, visit adp.com/enterprise
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